BASKETBALL COURT DIAGRAM

IF COURT IS LESS THAN 74 FEET LONG IT SHOULD BE DIVIDED BY TWO LINES, EACH PARALLEL TO AND 40 FROM THE FARTHER END LINE.
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OPTIMUM LENGTH: 84 FEET INSIDE ALL LINES SHALL BE 2 INCHES WIDE (NETURAL ZONES EXCLUDED) END LINES AND SIDELINES SHALL BE MINIMUM OF 2 INCHES IN WIDTH.

THE THREE-POINT LINE SHALL BE THE SAME COLOR AS THE FREE-THROW LANE LINE AND SEMICIRCLE.

THE COLOR OF THE LANE-SPACE MARKS AND NETURAL-ZONE MARKS SHALL CONTRAST WITH THE COLOR OF THE LAND BOUNDARY LINES.

LEFT END SHOWS
RECTANGULAR BACKBOARD
72-INCHES WIDE

MINIMUM OF 3 FEET
Preferably 10 feet of unobstructed space outside, 11 impossible to provide 3 feet, a narrow broken 1-inch line should be marked inside the court parallel with and 3 feet inside the boundary.

Right End Shows
Fan Backboard
54-inches Wide
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